11/23/70

Tyler Hicks

Dear Ty;

Your good organization functioned "Smooth as Silk" of course while we were there the other day.

Hope your experience of either business or pleasure on the continent came up to your expectations.

With reference to your Oct 8 letter, please proceed to make the payment for editorial work as detailed in the final paragraph.

Count me in to promptly help if you can use some more economical publication processes which would eliminate time and cost. We will provide "Instant" answer to any questions, and can provide "Instant" proof reading etc as may be necessary.

In fact if we could make big gain in time Eleanor and I would come to New York and both answer any questions and read proofs right on the spot.

The need right now is great, and we'd like to get ahead of a book which I understand Wiley is putting out.

It would be just right for high success if we could have it available by time to really catch the training market next fall season.

You will note that this book is written not only for consultation, but very much for training. It is arranged so that the student will learn chapter one, then is ready for the techniques in Chap 2, then 3, etc. It will greatly facilitate the work of the teacher. Also a chapter of assignable problems is included, with one set of answers in the appendix.

Warmest Regards,

Larry Miles